
Chapter 1

How the Genome Explains Who We Are



Luigi Cavalli-Sforza’s 
pioneering efforts

• He used genomic “markers”
• Measured 347 blood group 

markers in 1,000 living individuals 
from 50 populations worldwide

• Variation clustered into 5 
populations: Western Eurasians, 
East Asians, Native Americans, 
New Guineans, and Africans

• We can now measure DNA that is 
the basis for those variations

• And we now have access to 
ancient DNA

Reich

• Cavalli-Sforza [tap] used molecular markers of our DNA to see what they could tell us about our ancestral history
• These molecular markers were various components of the many human blood groups, of which the ABO blood group is just one example

• [tap] He measured the presence of 347 of these markers     in 1,000 living individuals from 50 populations worldwide
• He realized that the frequency of these markers varied in different populations

• [tap] The patterns of marker variation clustered by geography into five large populations (Western Eurasians—see the map, East Asians, Native Americans, New Guineans, and Africans), all of which could be divided into 
subpopulations

• He drew conclusions from that data about the ancestral history of humans 
• Those conclusions turned out to be wrong

What were the limitations Cavalli-Sforza was working with?

• The blood group “markers”  were a proxy for the genome, the DNA
• [tap] But we can now measure the actual DNA that is responsible for those variations
• And instead of just 347 blood group markers, we can now measure millions of DNA differences

• Furthermore [tap], we now have access to ancient DNA, as well as DNA from currently living people
• 2010—first four ancient human genomes, including a paleo-eskimo and a Neanderthal
• Currently—thousands of ancient genomes have been sequenced
• Worldwide migrations and population mixture were much more complicated than he imagined
• Cavalli-Sforza’s idea—that we could learn about the human past by examining its genetic inheritance—was brilliant, but limited by both the kind, and the amount of data he was using

NEXT SLIDE



DNA Double helix

Sugar-phosphate 
backbone 

The Tangled Bank

Nucleotides

• Let’s go over some of the basics of DNA
• This cartoon of DNA looks something like a spiral staircase with a bannister, and this is the basis for its usual description as a double helix chain
• [tap] The two paired orange ribbons are two very long identical strands of a phosphate molecule alternating with a molecule of a sugar called deoxyribose, repeated for tens of millions of times in a row—this is called 

[tap] the sugar phosphate backbone
• Each of those units of a deoxyribose and a phosphate is attached to any one of four bases, and the combination of one phosphate, one deoxyribose, and one base is called a nucleotide [tap], named either A, T, G, and 

C, all of which point to the inside of the double helix YOU WILL HERE THE WORD NUCLEOTIDE OVER AND OVER; THIS IS WHAT THEY ARE!

• The precise sequence of nucleotides along either of these strands in identical twins should be identical, but in any other two individuals it is different,  though more similar if the individuals are closely related (e.g., siblings) 
than if they are not closely related (a human and a Neanderthal; a human and a tree)

• And the nucleotides on one chain [tap] are always paired with a specific nucleotide on the other chain, G with and T with A
• So you can always figure out the sequence of one strand if you know the sequence of the other strand (one strand is called the sense strand, and the other is called the antisense strand)

• There are about 3.4 billion of these paired nucleotide in the human genome
• The double helix structure allows for two things:-

• The double helix can completely separate in order to make two copies of itself whenever a cell divides
• The double helix can also separate at particular regions where certain sequences of nucleotides keep coded records of how all of our proteins are put together
• Proteins are important because they are responsible for any observable, measurable feature of an organism that biologists call a character or a trait, and their coding regions generally cannot change without 

consequences
• But remember now and later: most of the genome is not made up of protein-coding DNA sequences

NEXT SLIDE



Chromosomes are usually condensed 
into a relatively small package 

EACH CHROMOSOME IS MADE UP OF ONE SINGLE MOLECULE OF DNA

The Tangled 
Bank

• With a couple of exceptions, every cell has one copy of all the DNA
• Laid end to end [tap], all the DNA in each cell would be 2 meters long
• But the DNA is not laid end to end

• Much of the DNA at any point in time [tap] is condensed into tighter packages
• The DNA is separated into 46 different double helix chains [tap] called chromosomes
• 23 of those 46 chromosomes, about 3.4 billion nucleotides in all, come from the mother
• And 23 of those 46 chromosomes, another 3.4 billion nucleotides in all, come from the father

NEXT SLIDE



The human genome has 22 pairs of homologous autosomes  
and one pair of sex chromosomes

NIH

• This is what the 46 chromosomes look like when they are fully condensed and laid out for display
• By convention, they are named according to size, starting with the largest
• The 23rd pair [tap] of chromosomes is different, because females have two X-chromosomes and males have one X-chromosome and one Y-chromosome
• This is the way most people think of chromosomes—in the completely condensed condition
• In fact they only look like this when the cell is ready to divide into two cells
• Now we need to know what happens when two cells divide
NEXT SLIDE



Mitosis vs Meiosis 

Nature Publishing Group

Mitosis:

Meiosis:

• In both diagrams [tap] we are looking at a hypothetical cell with just one pair of chromosomes, a red one from the individual’s mother, and a blue one from the father [tap to disappear]
• Mitosis is the process by which most cells in the body replicate all of their DNA so that each [tap] of its two daughter cells gets an identical pair of chromosomes—and we do not need to know the details of this [tap to 

disappear]
• Meiosis is the process by which a germ line cell, the cells that will make sperm or egg cells, replicate all of their DNA, so that each of four [tap] daughter cells, gets just one single chromosome, from just one of this 

individual’s parents, with each cell being different from all the others

• Understanding meiosis is important because it shows us how DNA is shuffled around as it passes down through generations
NEXT SLIDE
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Crossing-over in meiosis leads to 
recombination of parental 

chromosomes

Germ cell
Four gametes,  

all different
Crossing-over

• Meiosis begins [tap] with a single germ cell
• There are then two key events in meiosis 

• The [tap] first event is the extra step of chromosomal crossing-over, which leads to [tap] recombination of genetic material so that some chromosomes become a mosaic from both parents
• The second key event [tap] is the partition of the those four chromosomes  into four separate cells (four egg cells or four sperm cells), each with a different chromosome

• Remember that we are looking at a fake cell with just one pair of chromosomes—in real life, all 23 pairs of maternal and paternal chromosomes are doing this same little dance
• And, there can be not just the one cross-over event here, but 2-3 for each pair of chromosomes
• So, over all the 23 pairs of chromosomes, there are, on average a total of 71 cross-over events
• And don’t lose track of this: these chromosomes are condensed double helix molecules, each made of at least tens of millions of nucleotides

NEXT SLIDE



 DNA double helix and replication

The Tangled 
Bank

• How does the cell faithfully replicate its DNA (during mitosis or meiosis)?
• The cell has an elaborate machinery for replicating DNA, so this is just a summary of the important events
• First, [tap] the double helix has to separate into two separate single strands
• Then, [tap] each strand becomes a template for making a new double helix by using [tap] fresh nucleotides available in the cell

• One strand is sense, and the other is antisense, but either one will make a copy of the other
• And the result [tap TWICE] will be two new identical double helix chains 

• HOPEFULLY!
• So far we have seen that during the previous slides on meiosis that there was a lot of fast-and-loose shuffling of the DNA during the recombination we saw from crossing-over, but the actual nucleotides stayed the 

same
• But what happens if this replication process makes a mistake, and one of the nucleotides changes?
NEXT SLIDE



GCTGTATGACTAGAAGATCGAT

GCTGTATGACGAGAAGATCGAT

Mutation of a Single Base

• Mistakes are occasionally made during DNA replication—remember there are 3.4 billion pairs of nucleotides that have to be copied during every single replication event—the elaborate machinery I mentioned is very 
good, but not foolproof

• Some mistakes involve the deletion or addition of whole stretches of DNA, but they are fairly uncommon, and we will not be concerned with that kind of mutation
• The copying mistakes that we are interested in are the ones that affect only a single nucleotide, as shown here, where we are looking at a single strand of a double helix DNA, before [tap], and after [tap] the mistake
• This is called a point mutation

• I want to pause here and make a comment on the useful format of this diagram, before it leads to confusion—we are not looking at a double-stranded segment of DNA here 
• The T in the top strand [tap] represents a T nucleotide in one strand of a DNA double helix—and the other strand of this double helix is NOT SHOWN—if we showed the other strand of this DNA double helix, this T 

would be paired with an A
• The bottom strand [tap] is the same strand as the top strand after it has undergone the mutation of T—>G—and, once again, the other strand of this double helix is still not shown, but, if it were shown, it would now 

be a C nucleotide to pair with this G

• What happens when there is a point mutation after it occurs?
NEXT SLIDE



The Fate of Mutations

1. Beneficial:  spread to fixation 

2. Harmful:  eliminated

3. Neutral:  random float

Elimination SNP Fixation

• When a point mutation occurs, three things can happen
•  FIRST [tap], in very rare instances, the mutation may be beneficial, that is, favored by natural selection.  

• In that case it will tend to spread through the population, and after a long enough period of time it is likely to be inherited by everyone, that is, it spreads to fixation.  
• The original, ancestral, variant is then no longer present and everyone will have a new, derived, variant at that location

• SECOND [tap], the mutation may be harmful, that is, disfavored by natural selection.  
• In that case, it is likely to disappear from the gene pool rather quickly, since few people have it anyway.  
•  And once again, everyone will have the same nucleotide at that location, only this time they will all still have the ancestral version. 

• THIRD [tap], and vastly more often still, the mutation might be neither beneficial nor harmful—it is neutral—its fate is no longer affected by natural selection it is just dependent on random luck, a process called genetic 
drift.  

• If the person with the mutation has no offspring, or they don’t inherit the mutation, it disappears [tap].  
• And even if it is passed along for quite a few generations it is still at great risk of being lost just be chance.  

• With a ton of luck and a very long time, it may randomly float to fixation [tap]
• That very rarely happens.  The most likely outcome for a neutral mutation is that it would rise to a sufficient frequency in the population where it is unlikely either to disappear by chance or go to fixation, at least 

not for a very long time.  
• If a single-location mutation spreads to the point where more than something like one percent of the population have the derived version, then population geneticists call that a “single nucleotide 

polymorphism” [tap], meaning that different people have different nucleotides at that location.  “Single nucleotide polymorphism” is abbreviated SNP, which is pronounced “snip”.  
• When nucleotides match at a location, they are said to be homozygous.  

• When they are different, they are heterozygous
• Notice that you can be homozygous at any location, even SNP locations, but you can only be heterozygous at a SNP location

NEXT SLIDE



GCTGTATGACTAGAAGATCGAT

Mutation of a single nucleotide 
becomes a SNP in a population

GCTGTATGACGAGAAGATCGAT

GCTGTATGACTAGAAGATCGAT
GCTGTATGACGAGAAGATCGAT

}

} Usually becomes a 
neutral single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) in 
the population

A mutation in an individual 
parent chromosome

• A recap: [tap] a mutation in the chromosome of a single individual…
• Usually: [tap] ends up over time as a neutral SNP in the population of which that individual is a member

• We tend to think of mutations as being harmful or beneficial
• Why are most mutations neutral SNPs?
NEXT SLIDE



Components of the nuclear human genome

Polypompholyx

• To be harmful or beneficial, a mutation must occur in the coding regions of the genome [tap], the regions that are responsible for protein synthesis and function
• Proteins are important because they are responsible for any observable, measurable feature of an organism that biologists call a character or a trait, and their coding regions generally cannot change without 

consequences—this is how natural selection works

• But looking at this pie chart, the coding region  of the DNA is surprisingly small 
• Statistically, most mutations occur in the noncoding portion of the genome, so they are not recognized by natural selection—and are therefore neutral
• It is even possible to have mutations in the coding regions that do not have any significant benefit or harm
• So, most mutations are the neutral ones
• And also, because the genome is so big relative to the mutation rate, it is very unlikely that a second mutation will happen at a location in which a mutation has already occurred during the history of the human lineage 

Most mutations are neutral and will become SNPs, and remain SNPs at that location during the human lineage
NEXT SLIDE



All 
Humans

99.9%

Humans 
and Chimps 98.5%

Humans  
and Bananas 60.0%

Shared Genomes

• We define a SNP as a locus where there is an ancestral and a derived nucleotide are found in at least 1% of humans in the population. 
• It turns out that by this arbitrary cutoff, SNPs occur at about one nucleotide location out of 1,000 
• This may seem like a small amount but it amounts to about 3.4 million SNP locations among humans

• Still, that means that all humans [tap] share the same nucleotide [tap] 99.9% of all nucleotide locations
• In fact, humans and chimpanzees [tap] share the same nucleotide [tap] at 98.5 percent of nucleotide locations

• Many human SNPs go back to mutations that occurred in the common ancestor of ourselves and the chimpanzees, around 7 million years ago.
• And for the record, humans and bananas [tap] share the same nucleotide [tap] at 60% of nucleotide locations
NEXT SLIDE



SNP

SNP

Distribution of SNPs and Time of Mutations

•  Over time, 3.4 million neutral SNPs create a vast record in our phylogenetic tree
•  A  SNP like the red one here will be found in only a few populations, so we know that it is recent and that a small number of populations are closely related
•  A SNP like the orange one will be found in many populations, telling us that it occurred a long time ago, and that a large number of populations are related, but not as closely as the red SNP populations
•  The blue SNP [ tap] then the green SNP [ tap], and then the magenta SNP [ tap] will then tell us more information about which subpopulations who have the orange SNP are more related to each other than the other 

branches

• And remember that a SNP means that there are two versions of the nucleotide at the locus in question, an ancestral nucleotide and a derived version, so it is possible that you will find a living humans or ancient fossils 
who belong to a particular population, but happen to have the ancestral version of a particular nucleotide even though others in that population have the derived version
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Importance of SNPs

• In evolutionary biology and 
medicine:  SNPs that are 
beneficial or harmful are what 
matter

• In population genetics:  neutral 
SNPs are what matter

It is curious that the valuable information for population genomics comes from SNPs that are selectively neutral.  
• Keep in mind:

• In the rest of biology [tap], the important mutations are the beneficial or harmful ones that matter for natural selection.  
• For population genomics [tap], the important mutations are the neutral ones—SNPs that are under selective pressure are just a nuisance, but fortunately they occur so rarely that they can be ignored.  
• Some SNPs can even occur with more than two forms (e.g., A, T, and G),  but because it is rare for a SNP to occur more than once at the same site, and rarer still that all three variants would persist in the gene pool, 

we can ignore them as unlikely
NEXT SLIDE



 DNA double helix and replication

The Tangled 
Bank

• Remember from this slide earlier, everything we have been talking about regarding single nucleotide polymorphisms occurs because this process of DNA replication, stunning as it is, is not perfect, and routinely leads 
to a small number of mistakes.

• And how is this different from what Cavalli-Sforza was doing in the 1980’s?
NEXT SLIDE



Cutaway view of a generic human cell

n

mtDNA

• We can collect DNA from any body part or fluid in a living human, or, in ancient fossils, from a bone, tooth, or hair But where is the DNA actually stored in humans living or fossilized?
• DNA [tap] is stored in the nucleus [tap] of all cells

• Each cell contains only a single copy of the 23 pairs of chromosomes—you get larger amounts of nuclear DNA, abbreviated nDNA, by getting DNA from many different cell nuclei from the same individual

• But there is another source of DNA—the mitochondrion [tap], or rather, the 100-2,000 mitochondria in each cell that also contains its own DNA, abbreviated mtDNA [tap]— 
• Mitochondrial DNA is not linear, but circular 
• It is not paired with another chromosome so it does not have any crossing-over and recombination
• It is just 16,569 nucleotides long

• But there 100-2,000 mitochondria in each cell, and hundreds to thousands of copies of their single circular DNA  
• Mitochondria descend from living bacteria that entered nucleated cells over 2.5 billion years ago—this piece of trivia is important, because it means that mitochondrial DNA sequences can easily be distinguished from 

nuclear DNA sequences when you are sorting out what DNA belongs where
NEXT SLIDE



Simplified mitochondrial DNA phylogeny

• mtDNA is inherited from 
mother to all of her children

• A similar tree can be drawn 
for the Y-chromosome, 
except that it is inherited 
from the father, and only by 
male offspring

• Both lineages date to 
around 200 kya

• It is unlikely they knew each 
other

• It is also unlikely that they 
contributed any nuclear 
DNA to modern humans

• [tap] mtDNA is inherited from mother to both sons and daughters
• [tap] A similar tree can be drawn for the Y-chromosome, which is inherited from father to sons only
•  [tap] Both lineages date from around 200 kya, the so-called Mitochondrial Eve and the Y-chromosome Adam 

• [tap] But it is unlikely they knew each other
• And [tap] it is unlikely they  contributed any nuclear DNA to modern humans in general—Why would I say that?

• Discuss the structure of the mitochondrial tree, the lack or recombination, and therefore the ease of sorting out the phylogenetic tree for mitochondria
NEXT SLIDE



How long can DNA last post-mortem?

• Half-life is about 521 years; maximum useful age of recovered 
DNA is about 1.5 million years

• Cold temperatures and rapid desiccation are helpful
• Diatom DNA from 1.4 mya
• Oldest surviving animal DNA—from a horse, 780-560 kya
• Oldest archaic human nuclear and mitochondrial DNA is 430 kya
• Oldest nuclear DNA from a modern human is 45 kya from the 

Ust’-Ishim district of Siberia
• Technologic development in DNA harvesting has been dramatic

• Biological half-life of DNA [tap] is generally estimated at around 521 years—from which it is inferred that at 1.5 million years, the remaining DNA from any one individual would be unreadable
• But cold temperatures [tap], high latitudes, caves, rapid desiccation, and chemical mummification all improve recovery
• Researchers have found DNA of diatoms [tap] (a single cellular organism) in marine sediment cores dating to 1.4 mya
• Oldest surviving nDNA  and mtDNA is from a horse [tap], discovered in the Yukon permafrost, and estimated to have lived 780-560 kya
• Oldest archaic human nuclear DNA [tap], from about 430 kya, was recovered from a cave in Spain—the early lineage of Neanderthals
• Oldest DNA from an anatomically modern human dates to 45,000 kya [tap], in Ust’-Ishim, Siberia
• [tap] Many technical developments have improved harvesting of DNA 
NEXT SLIDE



The results of chromosomal recombination of nuclear DNA 
over generations

• Now we are going to see how quickly, in contrast to what happens in mtDNA, recombination in nuclear DNA reshapes even very simple genomes
• Males are rectangles, females are ovals
• First generation on the top [tap]: three sets of unrelated grandparents
• Second generation: their four offspring
• Third generation [tap]: two more offspring

• If you take two random individuals in a population and look back two generations, you would expect to find 8 grandparents, not six
• But this is not a random population, because these two individuals [tap] in the second generation are related, brother and sister, so their separate sets of offspring in the third generation will be 

cousins

• For example… then point to me, my father Dan, my grandmother Nora and grandfather Dan, my aunt Eleanor, George, and their daughter Cathy  [Then tap once to remove arrows]
NEXT SLIDE



The results of chromosomal recombination over 
generations

• For each of the individuals on this tree we are looking at just one pair of chromosomes (a paternal and a maternal chromosome) instead of all 23 pairs at once
• Look at the grandfather on the left side in the 1st generation row [tap] and his son on the left of the 2nd generation [tap]
• Half of the blue and the red (paternal and maternal) chromosomes in the grandfather are present as a single chromosome in his son
• We have seen this before—what is this called?

NEXT SLIDE



Nature	Publishing	Group

Crossing-over in meiosis leads to 
recombination of parental 

chromosomes

• The second generation son got this mixed chromosome through crossing over and recombination [tap]
NEXT SLIDE



The results of chromosomal recombination over 
generations

• And likewise what we see is how all of these other segments recombined into new chromosomes in each of these individuals

• Notice also how quickly DNA can be put at risk for loss by recombination
• These two cousins in the third generation [tap] between them have portions of 11 out of the twelve chromosomes from the first generation
• But they only share the same segment in one small location, the orange part outlined by the parallel gray lines [tap to disappear].

• This female [tap] in the first generation has this purple chromosome, inherited from one of her parents
• But its female offspring [tap] in the third generation has no portion of the purple chromosome at all—even though there is still room for the purple to be represented

NEXT SLIDE



DNA recombination takes place in all 23 pairs of 
chromosomes in the human genome

NIH

• This chopping up is occurring in all 23 pairs of chromosomes, creating unique genetic patterns for all individuals, even when they are closely related
NEXT SLIDE



• The magenta box is a single individual, seen with its genetic input from the last 15 generations
• What do the numbers “32,768” and “3%” [tap ONCE] mean at the top left? 

• [DISCUSS relationship to the red
•  box; discuss the possibilty—even, eventually, the requirement—that some individuals could be represented twice in any of these generations—then tap to reveal]

• What does the number 1,112 [tap] on the top right represent? 
• [DISCUSS; these are the numbers of individuals represented by the percentage on the left—then tap to reveal]
• [Then tap TWICE to make two arrows disappear]
• Remember a couple of slides ago we saw how easy it was in just two generations to lose a whole chromosome from your ancestry

• By 10 generations back you have 1,024 ancestors [tap], and only 757 of them [tap] will be represented by even a small segment of their entire genome by the time you are you
• [Then tap TWICE to make two arrows disappear].
• What does the dotted curved line on the left [tap] represent? [tap to reveal, and DISCUSS; how many individuals are represented by this line?]
• What does the dotted curved line on the right [tap] represent? [tap to reveal, and DISCUSS; how many individuals are represented by this line?].
• What are the odds that the mitochondrial ancestor in the 15th generation will give any nuclear DNA to you?
• What are the odds that the Y-chromosome ancestor in the 15th generation will give any nuclear DNA to you?
• Imagine the red box is QEII

• Where is William the Conqueror’s Y-chromosome on this diagram?
• Where is his mtDNA on this diagram?

NEXT SLIDE AFTER DISCUSSION



Early royal line of 
William of Normandy

Wikipedia

• William had two sons who became king [tap]
• No descendants of those two sons became king, and none of his other son’s contributed to the royal line, so William’s Y-chromosome was lost to the royal line after one generation [tap to disappear]
• Males don’t pass  on mtDNA, so no descendants of his at all ever had his mitochondrial DNA
• William’s granddaughter Matilda [tap] got her mtDNA from her Scottish mother

• All subsequent kings or queens of England have her in their ancestry
• She gave her mtDNA to her son, Henry II, who sired Richard the Lionheart and John, so even her mtDNA was lost right away

NEXT SLIDE



• Recombination of nuclear DNA—allows us to see thousands of 
ancestors in every genome 

• Mitochondrial DNA (and Y-chromosome) DNA are useful, but without 
recombination allow us to see only one lineage of ancestors 

• Our data comes from nucleotide differences that arise from 
accidental mutations during DNA replication 

• The vast majority of these nucleotide mutations are neutral, and it is 
important to understand why that is valuable to us 

Take-aways from first session
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• Will explain this Figure

• [tap]  At bottom, 47 pieces of DNA


• Physically separate

• Single molecules


• Let’s look at just one of them:

• The copy of chromosome 7

• That you got from your mother


NEXT SLIDE
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• Here we are looking at the the pair of chromosomes 7 that your mother had in her germ cell, one from her father and one from her mother, before making egg cells

• These chromosomes, from her perspective, are complete chromosomes, not mosaic


• [tap] During meiosis, they undergo two episodes of crossing-over

• [tap] that result in recombination of those chromosomes

• [tap] and two new chromosomes that are each a mosaic of her parent’s chromosomes

• [tap] that will each be placed into an egg cell

• [tap] only one of which will make it into you, after fertilization by a sperm cell


• [Tap to review what happened]
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• This is one way to understand Reich’s figure 4 is through his image of having your ancestor’s chromosomes chopped into fragments so that you are a mosaic of all many of your ancestors


Tracer dye from two original chromosomes to the spliced result


[Next slide:  tracer dye from result to sources]
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• But you can also think of it as going in the opposite direction
• You are the the unbroken DNA, and all your ancestors were mosaics
• Let’s see how this works

Tracer dye from the result back to the sources in the two original chromosomes.

NOT 2 generations, meiosis.

But if fertilized, will become next generation.


[Next:  push back through the generations]
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• This is your maternal chromosome 7—the solid black chromosome

• All of the ancestors to your maternal chromosome 7 come from her side of the family

• 46 versions of this chart, one for each chromosome


• [Tap] these are not the chromosomes of your parents—these are the two chromosomes 7 that your mother received from her parents, which then underwent crossing-over and recombination in your mother’s germ 
cell before your maternal chromosome 7 got into one of her egg cells


• [Tap] these are the chromosomes your mother received from her parents, your maternal grandparents; see how when they combined to make the top third of your maternal chromosome black 

• [Tap] these are the chromosomes your maternal grandmother received from her parents; this involved a double-cross-over event by your maternal grandmother’s parents

• [Tap] Here, we see that your maternal grandfather received his chromosome 7 from his father, without any crossing-over from his mother 

• [Tap] The process continues into your maternal great-grandparents 
• [Tap] And the entire process is mirrored on your father’s side of the family

• Note the following


• If you slide all sixteen chromosomes 7 of your great grandparents together, you will find that all of the black segments will exactly meet, with no overlap, to add up to a single chromosome

• This has to be the case: one way or the other you will receive all, and exactly all of the DNA necessary to make your maternal chromosome 7 from every generation back in time


• None of the information in the white part of the DNA got into your maternal chromosome 7—it was lost

• For some of your ancestral chromosomes 7, the entire chromosome is lost, not represented in you at all

• The black segments never get bigger as you go further back in time—they can stay the same if there is no crossing-over, or they can get smaller


• In principle, you can estimate the size of the segment you will receive from any specific number of generations back in time 

[For next slide:  what would this chart look like for the Y chromosome?]



Y Chromosome and Mitochondrial DNA
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[Next:  Figure 4]
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• [tap]  Your 46 chromosomes plus mtDNA

• Trace the origins of your DNA back through the generations

• [tap]  For Y and mtDNA, these dashed lines.

• [tap]  15 generations ago, there were 1,112 pieces of DNA that got transmitted forward to you

• All the rest was lost

• [tap]  There were 32,768 nominal ancestors in that generation

• [tap]  Only about 3% of them contributed DNA to you
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Determining Population Size History 
Based on Current DNA



Determining Historical Population Size History
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• Population size history can be determined 
by comparing two pieces of DNA

• Number of differences between two samples 
of a segment of DNA indicates time since 
they diverged from common ancestor

x x x x



Determining Historical Population Size History
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• Population size history can be determined 
by comparing two pieces of DNA

• Number of differences between two samples 
of a segment of DNA indicates time since 
they diverged from common ancestor

• Fraction of DNA having a given time to 
common ancestor indicates relative size of 
population at that time depth
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Time

Population Size

Age of Most Recent 
Common Ancestor

Fraction of DNA

Older

Age of Most Recent 
Common Ancestor

Older

Time



Determining Historical Population Size History
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• Population size history can be determined 
by comparing two pieces of DNA

• Number of differences between two samples 
of a segment of DNA indicates time since 
they diverged from common ancestor

• Fraction of DNA having a given time to 
common ancestor indicates relative size of 
population at that time depth

• The two pieces of DNA can be two 
chromosomes from the same individual

NEXT:  An illustration
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Differences TMRCA*

* Time to Most Recent Common Ancestor

DNA
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DNA

Differences TMRCA*

* Time to Most Recent Common Ancestor

Population 
Size



Population Bottleneck in Non-African Population

Reich Figure 5-2, Page  16
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90 kya 50 kya



Richard Klein’s “genetic switch”

• Emergence of “modern human behavior” in 
all populations around 50 kya

• Neanderthals went extinct about 39 kya—
outcompeted by “modern humans?

• Could there have been a key mutation(s)?

• The “speech” gene—FOXP2?

• Richard Klein’s idea of a “genetic switch”
• [tap] Archaeologic records show that beginning 50 kya there was a rapid and dramatic change in human activity, the so-called “modern human behavior”—more complex and rapidly changing tools, artifacts that showed 

aesthetic and spiritual awareness, and stunning artwork
• [tapTWICE] Modern human population bottlenecks in Europe and Asia notwithstanding, they outcompeted Neanderthals who went extinct about 39 kya
• [tapTWICE] Richard Klein proposed the idea that a key mutation or small set of mutations dating to around 50kya were responsible for these abrupt changes in modern human behavior
• [tapTWICE] In particular, he raised the question whether FOXP2, the so-called “speech gene” might have been pivotal

• The common ancestor of FOXP2 in mammals dating to 200 mya has changed very little, suggesting any changes in FOXP2 must be very important
• There are two changes in the human FOXP2 since we split from chimpanzee
• A single mutation FOXP2 in a British family produced profound language deficits
• Neanderthals have both of the FOXP2 changes found in humans, although there is some evidence that FOXP2 in humans might be under different regulatory control in humans

• How does this square with our discoveries in ancient genomes?
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Timeline of the modern human lineage

• The common ancestor of modern humans dates to well over 200 kya
• The San, [tap] a group of modern humans in Southern Africa, separated from everyone else between 300-200kya
• West Africans [tap] separated from East Africans around 130 kya
• East Africans [tap] separated from the Out-of-Africa population that populated the rest of the planet 90 kya

• There is no location on this tree where any collection of mutations around 50 kya could be ancestral to all behaviorally modern humans
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Most human genomes, African and non-African, have a 
common ancestor 1.9 mya, which includes the human 

version of the FOXP2 gene

500 kya

1 mya5 mya Present

• Notice the time scale—the little nubbin [tap] on the right hand end of the timeline represents 50 thousand years
• This diagram is conceptually similar to the diagram four slides ago where we talked about the population bottlenecks in the non-African population, with significant differences

• First, this is a graph of all modern humans combined, not two graphs, one for non-Africans and one for Africans
• Second, this is based on a study involving about 300 living humans, not just seven individuals
• Third, the study is not a study of when random individual pairs of genome segments in living humans had a common ancestor; it is a study to find when all copies of the DNA genome 

segments had a common ancestor
• Fourth, the timescale is much longer—not 300 thousand years, but 5 million years
• Notice if you start at the present time looking at any random segments of the human genome, there are none that will have a common ancestor for every individual before more than 500 ky 

into the past [tap] 
• It is not until before 500 kya that you find all versions of even some segments of the human genome share a common ancestor, and the vast number of segments share a common ancestor that 

lived between 1 mya and 5mya [tap]
• And all humans do not have a common ancestor at a segment including FOXP2 gene before 1.9 mya [tap]
• NONE OF THIS DATA IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE IDEA OF A SMALL SET OF GENES IN THE LAST 50,000 YEARS ARE THE CAUSE OF HUMAN MODERNITY
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Reich’s take on the genetic switch

• We have identified about 20 protein-coding 
genes that appeared over the past 50,000 
years 

• FOXP2—interesting, but not likely species-
defining

• Living and ancient genomes tell us about the 
history of our ancestors

• Reich’s take…
• We have in fact [tap] found perhaps 20 genes that have clearly spread in different (though not all) human populations in the past 50,000 years

• Mostly with useful but prosaic functional effects, such as skin color change (adapting to lower solar exposure at higher latitudes), immunity (to new pathogens in new territories), or the ability to 
digest milk (valuable once cattle were domesticated)

• [tap TWICE] Even if regulation of FOXP2  is more important in development of modern human language function, it will be years before laboratory models and further observations in humans will 
show us how exactly that might be—and human version of the FOXP2 itself appears to be 1.9 million years old

• [tapTWICE] But Reich’s book is intended to show us that we can learn vast and detailed amounts about our ancient history and migrations by looking at present and ancient human genomes, 
without needing to invoke specific genes to explain who we are
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